
PREKINDERGARTEN

HELPFUL HINTS FOR FIELD TRIPS! !

FIELD TRIP GUIDE
Welcome to The DoSeum! We believe that joyful learning experiences inspire 
life-long learners, so we invite you and your students to approach this field trip 
with a playful mindset. Pretend to operate flight control as your student pilots a 
plane in Little Town! Have a dance party at the DJ Station in Sensations Studio! And 
cheer the ball drop in Force Course! 

The DoSeum’s approach to learning is founded on constructivism and inquiry. Our exhibits are 
designed to spark curiosity and allow children to drive their learning by exploring, discovering, 
and creating. Here are some helpful hints to promote joyful learning in The DoSeum.

LEARNING THROUGH PLAY

   optimal experiences for Pre-K age children.

• Balance free exploration with guided facilitation. Children may begin by
exploring each gallery freely. Then you can direct them to specific activities
to meet your learning goals.

• Direct students to rotate through exhibit activities as they would through
learning stations in your classroom.

• Have fun! Play is the way to engage in joyful learning and discovery –
DoSeum core values.

Use walking feet and talking voices when indoors at The DoSeum. In the
 outdoor spaces, do not run in the areas that have water.

Please help to take care of our props and spaces, and share them with

Stay with your group and enjoy!

each other kindly.
2. Share and Take Care:

3. Stay and Play Together:

1. Walk and Talk:

To ensure your class stays safe while at The Doseum, please remind them of the Three DoSeum 
Favors before exploring each gallery:



Science: Play with reflections with our series of rotating mirrors. 

The produce section at Little Town’s

Every exhibit in Little Town  facilitates
sociodramatic role-play that helps to develop understandings of identity, 
culture, community, and prosocial behaviors. 

This exhibit is scaled for little bodies under five years with props that are also 

opportunities to practice counting, sorting, and early arithmetic. Play currency can be found at 
Little Town’s Frost Bank and used throughout Little Town!

Play: Stand immediately in front of the projection screen to spawn food for the bird-like creatures. 

Science: Observe the action of pulleys with the Spurs Pull-Up Jumper exhibit.

WELCOME GALLERY
Don’t miss the optical illusion of the floor map and mirrored column! This exhibit references the eXplore gallery.
The Big Wind forecasts the wind tunnels in Innovation Station. Puppet Parade prepares the imagination for Imagine It!
This space engages children in a preview of the content that they will explore in greater depth throughout The DoSeum.

Playing and learning in Welcome Gallery will:

1. Provide a preview of the other DoSeum galleries.

2. Ready you and your students for more exploration and open-ended discovery.

3. Encourage interaction and allow you and your students to practice our Three DoSeum Favors.

Use the Welcome Gallery to transition from the school bus to the joyful learning environment of The DoSeum
and enjoy a taste of the STEM, arts, and literacy experiences to come!

LITTLE TOWN
Little Town is our gallery entirely designed for learners under 5 years of age. In this gallery, students explore society 
through pretend and role-play. 

Texas Prekindergarten 
Guidelines

Early Math & Financial Literacy:

Little Town provides many opportunities to practice early language and reading skills. 
Emergent Literacy & Communication: Little Town is a text-rich environment. Each exhibit in 

Social Studies & Social Emotional Development:

Motor Skills:

Social Emotional Development I.A.(1,3,4), B.(1.(b,c),2.(a,b,c),3.(a,), C.(1,3,4,6,7), 
Language & Communication II.A.(1,3), B.(1,2,4,5,6), C.1, D.(1,3,5,6), E.(3,4,6,7), 
Literacy III.A.3, B.9, C.(1,2,3), E.(1,2), Math V.A.(1-9), B.(1-3), D(1,2), E(1,3),
Social Studies VII.A.(1,3), B.(1,2,3), Art & Music VIII.C.1
Physical Development IX.B.(1,2) 



Geometry & Spatial Sense: Flip, rotate, disassemble, and reassemble colorful tiles to explore

Create beautiful murals on our oversized, backlit peg board. 

shapes at the light table.

Attempt to throw the balls into the basket.

Ask what triggers the balls to drop from the basket. Use a stopwatch or the timer on
your phone to measure the time between drops. 

Explore wind as a force capable of moving balls at high speeds. 

Fine Motor Skills: 

Science: See sound waves as your voice is translated in real-time to a visual representation.  

Literacy: Practice letter recognition at the Fiber Optic Tubes exhibit. 

SENSATIONS STUDIO

FORCE COURSE

Students play with light and sound in Sensations Studio, blending artistic creation with scientific exploration. This
gallery features light tables, musical instruments, shadow puppets, and sound visualizers. 

Balls zig and zag through pneumatic tubes on their way to the giant basket suspended in the center of Force Course.
Race to fill the basket before it drops hundreds of balls onto the heads of cheering children below! 

Texas Prekindergarten 
Guidelines

Arts & Music VIII.A.(1,2), B.(1,2), Literacy III.C.(1,2), Math V.C.(1-4)

Physical Development IX.B.(1,2), Science VI.A.(4)

Texas Prekindergarten 
Guidelines

Gross Motor Skills: 

Math:

Science:

Social Emotional Development I.A.(1,4),B.(1(c),3(a)), C.6, Math V.D.(4) 
Science VI.A.(2,4), Physical Development IX.A.(1) 



Physical Development: Stack the checker pieces. Roll the checker pieces. (But please don’t
throw the checker pieces.) 

Watch for monarch caterpillars and butterflies in our milkweed garden. 

Explore volume and weight with various measurement tools. 

Role-play as archaeologists, paleontologists, and construction experts with the various 
 “machinery” found in Sand Yard. 

Stomp like dinosaurs as you leave Sandscape
reenter the indoor galleries. 

Science: 

CHECKERBOARD

SANDSCAPE

This is a great area for taking a brain break, running around, and enjoying the sun.  

Texas Prekindergarten 
Guidelines

Physical Development IX.A.(1,2), Science VI.B.(1-3)

Texas Prekindergarten 
Guidelines

Math V.D.2, Science VI.A.(1,2),C.1, Physical Development IX.B.(1,2)

Literacy II.A.1, Math V.C.1, Science VI.A.(1,2), B.(1,3), C.(1,4) 

Gross Motor Skills: 

Math:

Science:

Find a comfortable spot under the Storytelling Tree and read a book from the 
outdoor library. 

How many fish can you count swimming in the Eco Pond? Do you see any 
other organisms?

EAST YARD

Texas Prekindergarten 
Guidelines

Literacy:  

Science:

types of bubbles? 
Geometery:




